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How FOCUS
Made Our Lives
a Roller Coaster!
By Lisa Perner

Our son Colin is 22. He is a
happy, funny, loving young
man who has touched so
many lives.
Colin has Down syndrome and polyglandular autoimmune
syndrome, type II. This means he has at least 3 glandular issues. In
Colin’s case, he has type l diabetes, hypothyroidism and alopecia
totalis. He is also ‘lucky’ enough to have a B12 deficiency. None of
this stops his sense of humor – we are so blessed to have him!
When Colin turned 14 in 2009, we were so excited that he was
finally old enough to go to FOCUS overnight camp Camp Infinity.
He has been to Camp Hollywood for many years and always had
a blast. Because of his diabetes, we were nervous for him to be
away from us, but we knew he would be in good hands and that

How to Reach FOCUS

he would love it.
Colin’s sister Carlie is 21 months younger than Colin. She and I

770-234-9111

decided that we should take the time that Colin would be at Camp

www.focus-ga.org

Infinity to do a mother-daughter trip. Hmm, what should we do?
At the suggestion of a dear family friend who had big connections,

inquiry@focus-ga.org

we decided to go to Cedar Point, Ohio, the largest amusement

http://tinyurl.com/focusgeorgia

park in the country. Located on Lake Eerie, Cedar Point has a
beautiful beach and 71 rides, 17 of which are roller coasters. The
resort is on the same property as the park, right on the beach, and
continued on page 5 >
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From the
Editor…
by Lucy Cusick

Lucy and Josh

Ongoing Activities:
For Share Groups, Workshops, Hospital Visits, and Medically
Fragile MVP events, contact elizabeth@focus-ga.org

Guess what? I don’t know what my son did
today. I mean, I know where he was, that he
was safe ... but I don’t know the details of his
day.

For Adapted Swim Team, Teen & Young Adult Activities,

Can you IMAGINE? I helped him dress for 14 years; helped him

contact brian@focus-ga.org

bathe for 16. I hauled him to therapy and doctors and IEPs and

Check our calendar at www.focus-ga.org for the most

wheelchair sports. He still needs supervision and support which

up-to-date information!

he now gets through our recently awarded NOW waiver. After
knowing practically his every move for over 30 years, I’m not really

“So Long, but
Not Farewell”
Karyn Campagnone, usually
known as Karyn Camp, left

sure what he did today.
It’s an amazing feeling. One that likely only my FOCUS + Fragile
Kids family understands ... and maybe even longs for.
Grateful.

FOCUS + Fragile Kids at the end
of September. Karyn planned
and directed several locations of
Camp Hollywood and Extra Special
Saturday respite. We’ll miss her at
the FOCUS + Fragile Kids office,
but hope to see her (and her
family) at FOCUS activities!
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Sibling Saves for
FOCUS + Fragile Kids
by Joy Trotti, Staff

Working to check families in at FOCUS family camp Under the
Stars is incredibly fun! Sometimes I only see camper families
once a year, and I see new haircuts, wheelchairs, and siblings at
check-in. I hear first words, first day of school stories, and first
exclamations upon arrival at camp. I get the best hugs from the
kiddos in several families who’ve come for years! But, this year, I
got something very unexpected.
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A big Honda Odyssey

Abby handed a sealed white

And some is chore money. It

pulled into the Welcome

envelope to me with “$58.63

took me a little longer than

Center, unloading lots of kids

for focus” written on the

a year to save $100, though,

and luggage. Mom to the

outside and said, “It’s for

because I don’t always do the

kids, Patti Grayson, brought

FOCUS and FOCUS kids. I

best job about finishing my

her 11-year-old daughter

decided last year to save $100

chores.”

Abby over and said, “Abby

and give half to FOCUS. It’s my

has something for you.”

tooth fairy and birthday money.

I laughed and gave Abby a
quick hug, resolving to talk to
continued on page 10 >
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Captain of the Team
By Joey Pulley

I’ll never forget the moment in December of 2005, when Ava’s pediatrician
said, “Sit down, and grab a pen.” She continued with, “I’m going to
pronounce something that I’ve never heard of before. Ava has something
called duplication 17 P 11.2 syndrome. It’s a duplication of the short arm of
her 17th chromosome. You’re going to learn about it and teach me about it.
You’re going to be captain of the team!”

So I began learning all I could

we involved ourselves in local

the 17th chromosome

and educating myself about

and online support groups.

“the happy gene.”

her syndrome. Not long

Although I was “captain of

She is always smiling,

after she got diagnosed, her

the team,” I definitely was not

making someone else

genetic disorder got a name,

alone!

smile, or brightening

Potocki Lupski Syndrome.

someone’s day. People

Ava participated in a research

It’s been almost 12 years since

often say that once Ava

study with Dr. Lorraine Potocki

that day and although the

enters your life, you are

and Dr. James Lupski in

years have held a myriad of

never the same. I

Houston, Texas and was the

emotions, we wouldn’t change

spent many years

20th person diagnosed with

it for the world! Ava is currently

worrying about

her chromosomal disorder.

in sixth grade in a moderate

what Ava would and

Immediately, we were not

intellectual disability (MOID)

wouldn’t be able to do. I have

alone. We had the best

class; She LOVES school,

come to the conclusion that

geneticists, we shared with

and is such a happy, content,

how a person makes you feel

our family and friends, and

and lovable kid! They call

and the essence of their spirit
is far more important than
traditional standards and goals.

Although I was
“captain of the
team,” I definitely
was not alone!

She has definitely taught all
of us so much more than we
could have ever taught her. She
is most definitely the MVP of
our team!

Ava Pulley
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F R O M THE COVER

How FOCUS Made Our Lives a Roller Coaster!
includes a water park. We highly recommend it to anyone who
loves the beach and rides!
So in July of 2009, Carlie and I dropped Colin at Camp Infinity
and headed to Ohio for 4 days. We rode most of the coasters

Coming Up…
... at FOCUS + Fragile Kids
Stay up-to-date by liking us
on Facebook!

and had a blast! That began our quest to ride 100 different
roller coasters together. Every year since 2009, during Camp
Infinity, we have visited parks to reach our goal. This year, we
reached – and passed – our goal at Hershey Park in Hershey,
Pennsylvania. Together, we have: ridden 114 different roller
coasters and visited 15 different parks in 9 different states. It

October 6-8
Under the Stars 2 Family Camp (full)
brian@focus-ga.org
October 21
Extra Special Saturday Respite in
Chamblee & Acworth
annie @focus-ga.org
October 28-29
OctoberFest for Teens & Young Adults (full)
Sponsored by AMS Vans
annie@focus-ga.org
October 28
BooBQue for medically fragile families
Sponsored by 101 Mobility
elizabeth@focus-ga.org

has been an amazing adventure, and we could not have done
it without FOCUS. Colin must be monitored closely because
of his diabetes and gets six injections each day. We are so
thankful for Camp Infinity. We drop Colin off and don’t worry

November 4
FOCUS Day at Zoo Atlanta
Sponsored by Publix Super Market Charities
annie@focus-ga.org
November 11
Extra Special Saturday Respite in
Alpharetta and Peachtree City
annie@focus-ga.org

for a second because we know that the volunteers and staff
love him and take care of him as if he was their own. Without
this overnight camp, Carlie and I could never have had this

December 9
FOCUS + Fragile Kids AND Lekotek Holiday Party
lucy@focus-ga.org

time together.
Thanks to FOCUS, for giving us the opportunity to go on
such a great adventure, and for changing our lives. Everyone
at FOCUS has always been wonderful to Colin and to us as a
family. It has been so wonderful to have their support. We will
forever be thankful!
On a side note, Colin went with us to Carowinds, a park on
the SC/NC state line. In 2015 Carowinds had a new coaster
called Fury 325. It is a giga coaster. That means the first drop is
over 300 feet. Fury 325 is the tallest, fastest giga coaster in the
world, reaching 96 miles per hour. Colin rode it with us! He’s a
trooper!
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Who’s Taking
Care of You?
By Sabrina Johnson

“I need you to come home as soon as you can,” I sobbed to my husband. Through my
tears I assured him that the girls were okay, but that he needed to come home, that
while nothing bad happened, I was not okay. That conversation was three summers
ago – I call it my Epic Meltdown. I had reached a point of no return, and I have vowed
to never return.
Life was business as usual for

day was pivotal for me on my

us that summer. My two girls

path of special needs parenting.

were home, and it was a day
of mishaps and chaos. I can’t

When my husband got home,

remember everything that went

my crying had eased and I

wrong that casual summer

told him everything. How my

day. I put the girls down for a

days were exhausting, there

nap and sat in my living room

was always some emergency

trying to regroup. The tears

popping up that needed my

soon turned to sobs. I was

attention, I was sleep deprived

exhausted, run-down, out of

from interrupted sleep. He

shape and sad. Some of you

understood. He knew. After all,

can probably relate. But that

he lived in our house too. Here
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Parenting a child
with special needs
is hard. But the
road is harder
when caregivers
lose their way.

was the difference between us:

We’ve all heard a version of

watch too much TV. It’s my

things did you enjoy doing

I had let my new role consume

the airline spiel given at the

time to check-out and regroup,

before you became a parent?

me, he had not.

beginning of every flight, “In

to put on my oxygen mask,

Hobbies provide a release and

the unlikely event of a sudden

and to remember that I can’t

an opportunity to experience

I said things to him out loud

loss of cabin pressure, oxygen

lose myself again. There are a

things that make us smile or

that I couldn’t come to terms

masks will drop down from the

slew of things that need our

bring us joy. My husband loves

with inside. “I’m broken and I

panel above your head… Secure

time and attention, but ‘ourself’

to golf, I love to read and sew.

need help,” I admitted quietly.

your own mask before helping

needs time and attention, too!

We spend less time on hobbies

We sat there and talked things

others.” That same advice

I focused on: Who I am? Who

now that we have children,

through and devised a simple

should apply to parents when

do I hope to become? What

but we both try to carve a little

game plan to get through

we are not flying. Perhaps the

do I love doing? What am I

time for them.

summer and ease some of my

advice is more critical on the

contributing? What brings me

burdens. When fall arrived, I

ground than in the air. For

joy?

stayed true to my quest to turn

the rest of our lives, we have

things around. The answer was

someone who will greatly

The next time you think

How’s your heart (home)? Is

a year-long program through

depend on us; there is no way

that you don’t have time for

it too full? Are there things

my church that helped me

we can help anyone else, if we

yourself, I hope you’ll think of

spilling out of places that

define who I am as a special

don’t wear the mask FIRST.

my Epic Meltdown. Then, think

shouldn’t be? I’m not talking

about these 5 ideas:

about a white glove standard

needs parent, to remember my

Home. The saying goes that
home is where the heart is.

limitations, and who I am as a

When you know better, you do

person. Not mom. Not wife.

better. My goal now is to do

Health. When was the last

home should serve as a place

Not special needs parent. Just

and be better. Several weeks

time you put off a critical

of refuge and comfort. What

me.

ago, I watched the sad face on

appointment for your son or

I like most is that our home

my five-year-old as I headed

daughter? Probably never.

is cozy and filled with the

What I realized during that

for the door. “Mommy,” she

If I asked if you’ve put off

girls’ artwork and inexpensive

year-long journey is that I was

shouted, “I need to give you

an annual appointment for

treasures. I don’t fuss over

too busy trying to fix, do and

a hug. I wish I could go with

yourself your answer might be

the little things but instead

make things right – all the time.

you.” I assured her that I would

different. I want to be around

focus on keeping our house

My constant “doing” was not

be back, that this is mommy’s

for my daughters. I’ve realized

functional and safe for Juliana

about my daughter Juliana’s

time to do something special

that I increase the likelihood of

to navigate.

disability. The demands I put on

for mommy.”

that when I eat right, exercise

myself were simply impossible.

of home cleanliness, but your

and make my own medical

Happiness. This doesn’t

care a priority too.

necessarily mean that every

All my things needed to be

I give myself that speech

done: therapy and doctor

now at least twice a month.

appointments had to be kept,

Sometimes, I don’t even go out.

Hobbies. How would you

25-year-old (unless you are

add in a house with special

I lay in my bed reading, writing

spend a day if there were no

indeed 25). I’m talking about

diets for two children and

or fiddling with my tablet while

constraints on your time? Yes,

that joy deep inside that

there was no time left. Or so I

my husband gives the girls too

I know this is hard to imagine,

reminds you of the good things

thought.

much junk food and lets them

but dream a little. What

you have. I keep my happiness

day you have the energy of a

continued on page 10 >
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CONTRIBUTIONS
Corporate/Foundation/Groups

Laury & Terri Bagen

Vicky & John Patronis

Amazon Smile

Joyce Bagley

Joni & Murray Pelta

AMS Vans

Angie & Doug Beighley

Christine & Todd Perkins

Bryan’s Foundation

Jean & Craig Benedikt

Jonathan & Michelle Popler

Honorarium

Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta

Beverly Boucaud

Tracey Port

In honor of Jenna Chandler by

Cobb County Friendship Club

Helen Carlos & Ron Hilliard

Sarah & Lee Provow

James M. Cox Foundation

Thomas Carney

John Ruckart

for program scholarships,

Carolyn Casper

Jerri & Ted Russell

equipment & technology

Ben Cheatwood

Susan & Howard Schub

John Cleland

Lauren & John Seidl

Fortenberry by Florence

Bonnie Cook

Rebecca Selber

Fortenberry

Gemcorp		

Milagros & Jose Cordero

Sandra Shaner

Greenberg Traurig		

Rene deVries

Ann & Robert Siegel

Laconian Society of Atlanta

Beci & Randy Falkenberg

Kavitha Sivakumar & Sivakumar

Network for Good

Patrice Gaspard & LeRoy

Dekalb School Employees
Foundation		

The Roderick Seward, Flossie

Poppy & George Skoufis

Susie & Tom Williams

Lynda McJenkin
In honor of McKenzie Fishback
by Vera & Damon Fishback
In honor of Jim & Janet

In honor of Lucy Cusick by
Elaine & David Harris
In honor of Harry Goldberg by
Rika Sukenik
In honor of Ira Rachelson by

Radcliffe and			

Kathy & David Giancola

Isa & Russ Spencer

Helen M. Galloway		

Dale & Jimmy Glenn

Pamela & Kent Starke

Foundation			

Abby Grayson

Vicki & Don Starnes

In honor of Mackenzie

Patti & Randy Grayson

Nita Stephens

Cassidy’s Birthday by

Pam & Randy Gross

Frances Stewart & Norman

United Way of the 		
Chattahoochee Valley
101 Mobility of North GA for
MVP Boo-B-Q
LM Aero Club for Camp
Hollywood
Publix Super Market Charities
for Zoo Day
Resurgens Charitable
Foundation for Camp Infinity
& Equipment
Savannah Benevolent
Foundation for Equipment
Variety the Children’s Charity
of Georgia for Camp
Hollywood
Youth Service Fund for
Camp Infinity
Individual Contributions
Cassandra Accurso
Kelly & Ariel Arocho
Martha Anderson
Brennan & George Andrews
Mahlet & Alex Awoke
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Graham

Rajamanic

In memory of Mira McGuire by

FOCUS + Fragile Kids

LouAnn Harkleroad

Fickling

Susie & Tom Williams

Kim & Carl Cassidy
Mindy & Bryan Garcia

Valerie & Steve Harrison

Debby Stone

Melanie & Walter Harrison

Ivonne Hernandez &

Jefferie & Cynthia Thomas

Anne Picheta

Carlos Ruiz

Mark Turpin

Ellen & David Herold

Patty Vastakis

Pam Hoppe

Angie & Skip Weiland

2017 SummerFest Sponsors:

Edward Houppert

Laurie Wright

AMS Vans

Terry & Dick Ingwersen

Toni & Saxon Dasher

Ammie Knowles

Memorials

Mary Ann & Werner Kuettner

In memory of Julie Klee by

Michele LaFon & Libbye Hunt
Martha Lucas

Susan & Doug Klee
In memory of Gianina Olsen by

Przemek Szczepanik
Thanks to all who attended,
supported the silent auction,

Ellen & John Massey

Barbara & Matt Battiato

and “tied-one-on” for

Mary & Jerry Massey

In memory of Will Mack by

FOCUS + Fragile Kids!

Kelley & Keith Mauriello
Anne Marie & Michael
McBrearity
Angela & Chris McDaniel
Nicole Mejias
Heidi & Steven Moore
Rhonda O’Gorman
Golfo Pappas

Barbara & Matt Battiato
In memory of Nicholas Garner
by Lynette & Tom Grimaldi
In memory of Arlene Zane by
Susie & Tom Williams
In memory of Audrey Rothchild
by Susie & Tom Williams
In memory of Bonnie Brand’s

Sunny Park & GBM

father by Susie & Tom

Peter Pappas

Williams

Looking Back at the FUN!
Aquarium Day

Aquarium Day

FOCUS on Moms
West

FOCUS on Moms
Atlanta

Under the Stars

Camp Infinity
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From A Nurse
Volunteer

FRO M PAG E 3

Sibling Saves for FOCUS + Fragile Kids

I’m a veteran nurse but new to nursing at FOCUS.

her later about her gift – after the check-in traffic at camp died

During my week at Camp Hollywood I was amazed by

down. I wondered how this young girl with the sweet smile and

the children’s resilience and their joy! It was obvious to

shiny blond hair even knew that FOCUS and FOCUS kids might

me that FOCUS parents were raising their children to

need money. “Abby,” I asked later, “Why did you decide to give

be people who are as independent and self-sufficient

your money to FOCUS?”

as possible and who know how to give and receive

Abby answered slowly and thoughtfully, “I see kids with special

love. I saw acts of kindness given to fellow campers,

needs and read books about them, so I know they need help. At

and these children felt secure in a new environment.

my church, they talk about helping others. I know FOCUS has

Hats off to FOCUS parents, and thanks for the

camps for kids with special needs and decided that this would be

opportunity to care for your children.

my way to help.

		

– Elaine Harris, RN, MS, CCRN

“My sister Caroline [who has autism] is an inspiration to me.
She’s usually sweet, adorable, and even hilarious. So when she’s in
a bad mood, I try hard to make her happy again. She teaches me

F RO M PAGE 6

Who’s Taking Care of You?

so much, and I’d rather have her than any other sister in the world.
I often wonder what she’s thinking, though. She speaks, but it’s

brewing with my faith, family pictures and memories of good
days and family events. What brings you joy?

hard to understand her.”
When asked if she had any advice for other FOCUS siblings, she
said, “Sometimes your parents have to focus on their special child,

Handiwork. Your work, or handiwork, is what you produce

and you may feel left out. You might think that you’re not getting

whether you work in or outside the home. Do you have a

your fair share of attention. But you have to remember that your

sense of satisfaction or contribution? Yes, getting paid is

special sibling needs extra help, and your parents are doing the

the end game, but there should be more, and I believe that

best they can to make time for you.”

work/life balance is important. That balance looks different

Observation, reading, and listening in church aren’t Abby’s only

for everyone. At the end of the day, a healthy dose of work

influences. “My dad shows me how to deal with others and with

reminds us that we have talents and skills.

Caroline – and what to do when you can’t deal with them,” Abby
giggles.

Parenting a child with special needs is hard. But the road is

In a more serious tone, she says, “My mom is always busy –

harder when caregivers lose their way. I know, I was there. It

cooking, working, and taking care of four children. She reminds

took my Epic Meltdown to make me change. Now, I’m on a

me that I have to do my part, play my role. And I try.”

quest to keep myself on track with those 5H’s that will help me

Even at eleven, Abby Grayson is doing her part to be sure that

be a better mom, wife, and person. I hope that they help you,

FOCUS kids have the programs and help they need.

too.

Sabrina is a wife and mother of two who shares her new
normal on her blog Juliana’s Journal. She is the author of
Forward, an e-book that helps navigate first-steps in special
needs parenting. Visit julianasjournal.com for more stories of
encouragement and inspiration.
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Waiver
Payments
at FOCUS
by Rebecca Cheskes

Our family has been part of FOCUS for many years, as my daughter is now 15 years old. We have
benefited in so many ways from the various programs that FOCUS offers.
One of my favorite things

We are so fortunate that

about FOCUS is their ‘family

FOCUS accepts payments from

attend the event before you

Your check will NOT be

days’ at fun local venues at a

the NOW/COMP waivers and

register!

cashed unless FOCUS does

very discounted rate, such as

Family Support Funding. (If

trips to Zoo Atlanta and the

you do not know what these

event, check that you plan to

Georgia Aquarium. The staff

funding sources are, consider

use waiver / family support

works tremendously hard

coming to a FOCUS workshop!)

funds.

at securing grants to make

Some nonprofits do not accept

the fees reasonable for our

the waiver because it is a lot

registration and send you

families. (Fact that I learned

of extra work. The nonprofit

an email to send a check to

We are so grateful to have all

while writing this article:

also must wait until after the

FOCUS for the full amount

the programs FOCUS offers –

FOCUS pays $40 PER TICKET

event for payment and last

of the activity (which is your

and to know that FOCUS keeps

for Six Flags tickets, $55 PER

minute cancellation means

commitment to come to

the costs as low as possible

TICKET for Aquarium, $35 PER

no payment (but tickets were

the event AND to submit the

AND goes to all the trouble

TICKET for the Zoo ... tickets

reserved so the agency had

invoice to your provider).

of accepting waivers /family

include parking and a meal!

to pay for them). Here’s what

FOCUS only asks for $20 per

waiver / family support families

FOCUS will email an invoice

to be responsible and do our

ticket. Now, do the math if 500

need to do for FOCUS:

to you. You should send that

part!! Thanks FOCUS for all the

tickets are sold ... !)

• Make sure you can really

• When you register for the

• FOCUS will review your

• Once that check is received,

invoice to your provider.

not receive payment for the
activity.
• Once FOCUS receives the
payment, your check will be
returned to you.

support funds. It’s our turn

memories over the years!
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